Corporate Tax Tracker: Frequently Asked Questions
1. What is the Corporate Tax Tracker?
The Corporate Tax Tracker is an online, interactive tool developed by Transparency International EU
(TI EU) that aims to visualise publicly available key financial data published by banks and multinational
companies in their annual country-by-country (CbC) reports. This platform allows anyone to compare
and analyse corporate activities and payments in different jurisdictions of operation. Currently the
platform includes information on turnover, profits, taxes paid and number of full-time employees. It
illustrates corporate activities, locations and tax payments in an easily understandable and
comparable format. The data visualisation aims to provide more of an insight into the corporate tax
world by visualising the overall state of its financial information in one place.
2. Why does TI EU collect and visualise this data?
CbC reports provide transparency on the main trends concerning tax payments and activities of the
reporting companies. As part of its campaign for improved corporate tax transparency, TI EU decided
to develop the Corporate Tax Tracker to provide a visual overview of the first publicly available
country-by-country reporting (CbCR) data. TI EU’s main objective with the development of this online
platform is to visualise large sets of data accessible from banks’ and companies’ CbC reports.
TI EU wishes to use the platform mainly as a data visualisation and awareness-raising tool. Transparent
data can give an indication of widespread tax abuse, which has not been possible so far due to the
information not being publicly available. Moreover, TI EU also intends to use the platform as an
advocacy tool with the objective of contributing to the formulation of policy proposals aimed at
improving and expanding the availability of public CbCR data.
3. What corporate sectors are included in the online platform?
In the EU, only the banking sector is currently required to publish full country-by-country financial
reports. Hence, the first launch of this online platform only focuses on this sector. All banks
headquartered in the EU have been obliged to publicly report on their operations on a country-bycountry basis since 2015. This is part of a legislative requirement set out in the Capital Requirement
Directive (CRD) IV. TI EU’s goal is to extend the data to other sectors, as legislation for all sectors is
adopted and companies start publishing their CbC reports.1 Our current focus on banks is therefore
based solely on the availability of public CbC reports.
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In April 2016, the European Commission published a legislative proposal to increase corporate tax transparency
– also referred to as public country-by-country reporting (CbCR). Public CbCR is the publication of a set of key
financial data by multinational enterprises for each country they operate in as part of their financial statements
with the aim of providing the public with a global picture on the activities, structures and taxes multinational
enterprises pay on their corporate income. This data includes profits, losses, sales and purchases within the
corporation, taxes and payments to governments as well as other information. Currently the proposal for public
CbCR is underway in the EU Council, as the European Parliament has amended the original Commission proposal
and adopted its position with a vote, which took place on 4 July 2017. The draft legislation will enter into
trialogue negotiations after the Council agrees on its negotiation stance.
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4. Is financial data from all European banks assessed in TI EU’s online tool?
The first launch of the Corporate Tax Tracker includes data from the 20 largest European banks. TI EU
will subsequently extend the number of banks included in the platform to a minimum of 50. After the
initial launch, the platform will be updated with new data and case studies.
5. Can data be compared over several years?
The first launch of the platform only includes data of banks’ CbC reports published for the 2015
financial year. TI EU aims to include data from additional banks as well as several financial years on
the platform in future to enable users to analyse trends over multiple years of reporting.
6. Which data sources are used for the Corporate Tax Tracker?
The data visualised in the first launch of the Corporate Tax Tracker comes from the first CbC reports
published by the 20 largest European banks in 2015. It was originally collected by Oxfam for its report
“Opening the Vaults: The use of tax havens by Europe’s biggest banks”. Currently, the data is scattered
throughout the banks’ annual reports, other report formats and corporate websites and is not
collected in one place. The data is presented as it is in the banks’ reports.
This platform also includes data related to banks’ nominal tax rates. This data is based on OECD
statistics of the respective year, with some data from other sources, such as Trading Economics.
A further source used to visualise data in the Corporate Tax Tracker is the EU's list of non-cooperative
jurisdictions for tax purposes, often dubbed the EU’s list of tax havens. The list, adopted in December
2017, includes non-EU countries or territories that failed to make sufficient commitments in response
to EU concerns on good tax governance. As this list has altered since its adoption, we will continue
monitoring and updating the jurisdictions. The EU list contains information of both non-cooperative
jurisdictions – the so called black list - and countries which have made specific commitments to
implement tax good governance principles – the so called grey list.
For more information on the methodology and data collection, please refer to Appendix 1 of the
Oxfam report. It includes details such as currency conversion, tax calculations, number of reported
subsidiaries and imprecise reporting values. For instance, as the currency of the reports varies slightly,
the data has been converted to euros for easier comparability. Oxfam used the average exchange rate
of 2015 for the conversion.
7. What indicators has TI EU used for its data analysis?
TI EU has used three main indicators for the data analysis visualised in the Corporate Tax Tracker’s
“overall risk indicators” section based on the methodology referred to in the previous question:
productivity, profitability and effective tax rates.
The definitions and details regarding these indicators are outlined below:
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Productivity: Labour productivity means the amount of profits (before tax) a bank or a
corporation makes per employee in a certain jurisdiction. Comparing the productivity
between different operations can reveal discrepancies in real economic activities.
Profitability: Profitability of the operations in a jurisdiction is measured by the amount of
profit a bank or corporation makes in comparison to its turnover. As the current CbC reports
only provide information on pre-tax profits, this ratio is calculated by dividing profits made in
a selected jurisdiction by the overall turnover in that jurisdiction. Extremely high profits
compared to the turnover in a jurisdiction and low ones in another may indicate profit shifting
or other corporate arrangements.
Discrepancies between nominal and effective tax rate: The effective tax rate indicates the
amount of taxes a bank or corporation pays on its profits. As the reports provide information
on pre-tax profits and taxes paid, the effective tax rate is calculated thanks to this data. It can
be compared to the nominal tax rate of each jurisdiction of operation.

8. Where can I find the data TI EU has used for the development of the Corporate Tax
Tracker?
All the data visualised in the Corporate Tax Tracker is publicly available in the first CbC reports
published by the 20 largest European banks in 2015. All the reports are accessible on the banks’
websites.
For example, the report published by BNP Paribas for financial year 2015 can be found here (see page
518).
Currently, the data is scattered throughout the banks’ annual reports or other report formats and
corporate websites, and is not collected in one single place. It is usually reported in pdf instead of
open machine-readable data format, which makes it challenging to compare it with other data. This
website provides an easily accessible tool to visualise the data and compare the operations of the
different banks among each other.
The Capital Requirement Directive (CRD) IV does not require banks to publish their reports in a central
repository and the information is not required to be published in any particular format. Locating the
reports and collecting the relevant data has thus proven to be challenging and time-consuming for
users. Meaningful financial transparency can only be achieved through accessible and comparable
data. This loophole in the legislation can be closed by requiring the publication of banks’ CbC reports
to a central online repository, freely accessible to the public, and by requiring the reports to be
published both in pdf and in open-machine readable data format.2
9. Which countries are highlighted in the platform?
In the Corporate Tax Tracker’s “country profiles” section, all countries of operation of the 20 largest
European banks are visualised thanks to a selection of graphs and a world map, which allows users to
zoom in on specific countries of interest and visualise banks’ activities both at global level and
information on their turnover, profits, number of employees and taxes paid in each particular
jurisdiction.
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Open Knowledge Foundation, Defining Open Data, https://blog.okfn.org/2013/10/03/defining--data/
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Special focus has been given to banks’ countries of operation included in the EU's list of noncooperative jurisdictions for tax purposes, also referred to as the EU’s list of tax havens. Countries that
failed to make sufficient commitments in response to EU concerns on tax good governance and
countries that have made specific commitments to implement tax good governance principles –
respectively on the EU’s so called black list and grey list – have been highlighted in a pie chart in this
section.
10. Are all the banks highlighted in the ‘risk indicators’ section avoiding their taxes?
The data is too limited in scope to allow for a proper assessment and make allegations on potential
profit shifting and tax avoidance practices.
The exact disclosure requirements included in the Capital Requirement Directive are as follows:
(a) name(s), nature of activities and geographical location;
(b) turnover;
(c) number of employees on a full time equivalent basis;
(d) profit or loss before tax;
(e) tax on profit or loss;
(f) public subsidies received.
The objective of our Corporate Tax Tracker is not to accuse any of the featured banks or companies of
tax avoidance. Instead, it aims to visualise the main trends in their tax payments and strategies in
order to:
 Highlight the discrepancies and anomalies in the data published by banks and companies on
their corporate taxes paid, profits, turnovers and numbers of employees in certain
jurisdictions.
 Demonstrate the value of public CbCR by telling concrete stories behind the data.
 Demonstrate the limitations of the current public CbCR legislation for the banking sector due
to the lack of reporting requirements of certain key data.
11. Does a big discrepancy between a bank’s nominal and effective tax rate always indicate
tax avoidance?
Discrepancies between a bank’s nominal and effective tax rate are not necessarily an indication of tax
avoidance or profit shifting. Corporation tax payable in a given year does not necessarily relate to the
profits earned in the same year, as tax on profits is usually paid across multiple years. This means that
it is possible that relatively high corporation tax can be paid when profits are low and vice-versa. This
is a loophole in the legislation itself, as banks are currently not required to publish data for their
deferred taxes as well as the figures for taxes paid in that year.
The current European Commission’s legislative proposal on public CbCR for multinationals of all
sectors recognises this important element and requires companies to publish data on both the amount
of income tax paid and the amount of income tax accrued for each relevant financial year.
12. What is TI EU’s position on corporate tax transparency?
Companies have legal and ethical obligations to operate honestly. A first step is for companies to be
transparent about their operations. In the current international financial system, multinational
companies are under no legal obligation to disclose information regarding their activities, profits and
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the taxes they pay in each country of operation. Key financial data is published annually in a
consolidated financial statement. This allows some companies to obscure their presence in secrecy
jurisdictions or jurisdictions with low or zero tax rates, use legal loopholes to hide their profit-shifting
practices aimed at reducing their tax bills, and avoid public scrutiny and accountability altogether.
The current system makes it impossible to understand what is happening within a group of companies
from a tax perspective and track their contributions to the societies they operate in. On top of this, as
many recent corporate tax scandals have shown, acts of corruption are very often aided by the use of
opaque company structures and secrecy jurisdictions. The use of offshore companies and their lack of
transparency pose increasing risks for local communities, a healthy business environment and society
at large.
TI EU believes that knowing what large companies pay in taxes and where they pay it is clearly in the
public interest. Only with full transparency will citizens be able to choose, as consumers of companies’
products and as voters of their own governments.
13. Why is the availability of this data so important?
The EU can put an end to multinationals’ secrecy by adopting mandatory legislation on corporate tax
transparency, requiring all large companies from all sectors to publish key financial information on a
country-by-country basis, so called public country-by-country reporting (CbCR). The primary purpose
of this legislation is to increase corporate accountability and transparency by providing citizens with
adequate information to assess multinationals’ economic activities, payments, structures and
whereabouts. Comprehensively implemented, public CbCR would enable citizens worldwide to ‘follow
the money’. It will also contribute to ensuring that taxes are paid where they are due providing
adequate revenue for critical public services.
A legislative process on this issue is currently ongoing at EU level, following a European Commission
proposal published in April 2016. The European Parliament adopted its position on the matter in July
2017. Ever since, a lack of consensus between EU Member States about the European Commission’s
proposed rules and disagreements around the legal basis of the legislative proposal have delayed the
adoption of an EU Council position that would allow the commencement of trilogue negotiations with
the European Parliament and the Commission (last update 27 September 2018).
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